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Step of Change by Nicky Bidju Pryor commissioned as part of the 
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority’s Reconciliation Action Plan

The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority 
acknowledges the continuing sea country 
management and custodianship of the Great 
Barrier Reef by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Traditional Owners, whose rich cultures, heritage 
values, enduring connections and shared efforts 
protect the Reef for future generations.





More than just coral and coral reefs…

 3,000 coral reefs
 600 continental islands
 300 sand cays

Only 6% of GBRMP is coral reef

Mangroves
Algae beds
 Seagrass meadows
 Sandy seafloors
 Sponge gardens
 Inter-reef communities
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#LovetheReef…

“As technology makes cataloguing and tracking 
everything easier, citizens are increasingly filling the data 
collection void. 

“Professional science alone cannot provide information at 
the scales and resolutions necessary to understand 
environmental change.

“For the environmental issues we see today, that 
traditional ivory tower approach isn’t enough anymore. 
Citizen science is trying to make science more accessible to 
everyone and trying to break down those barriers that 
have existed between scientists and the broader public.”

Erin Roger – Chair, Australian Citizen Science Association.
Australia's 'golden age of citizen science': your chance to take part









the charismatic…



the macro…



the mega…



the inspirational…



the inquisitive…



the cryptic…



the unknown…

Balaenoptera omurai (Omura’s whale) one of the least known species of 
whale in the world! 

The exact range of Omura's whale has 
not been established although they 
are thought to be confined to the 
subtropical waters of the western 
Pacific and Indian Oceans including the 
nearshore, continental shelf waters of 
the Solomon Sea, the Philippines, 
Indonesia and Southern Japan.

“The range of Omura’s whale is poorly 
known because to date very few 
specimens have been confirmed.” 
The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species
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